This paper proposes a new approach for Multi-word Expression (MWE)extraction on the motivation of gene sequence alignment because textual sequence is similar to gene sequence in pattern analysis. Theory of Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) originates from computer science and has been established as affine gap model in Bioinformatics. We perform this developed LCS technique combined with linguistic criteria in MWE extraction. In comparison with traditional n-gram method, which is the major technique for MWE extraction, LCS approach is applied with great efficiency and performance guarantee. Experimental results show that LCS-based approach achieves better results than n-gram.
Introduction
Language is under continuous development. People enlarge vocabulary and let words carry more meanings. Meanwhile the language also develops larger lexical units to carry specific meanings; specifically MWE's, which include compounds, phrases, technical terms, idioms and collocations, etc. The MWE has relatively fixed pattern because every MWE denotes a whole concept. In computational view, the MWE repeats itself constantly in corpus (Taneli,2003) .
The extraction of MWE plays an important role in several areas, such as machine translation (Pascale,1997) , information extraction (Kalliopi,2000) etc. On the other hand, there is also a need for MWE extraction in a much more widespread scenario namely that of human translation and technical writing. Many efforts have been devoted to the study of MWE extraction (Beatrice,2003; Ivan,2002; Jordi,2001) . These statistical methods detect MWE by frequency of candidate patterns. Linguistic information as a filtering strategy is also performed to improve precision by ranking their candidates (Violeta,2003; Stefan,2004; Arantza,2002) . Some measures based on advance statistical methods are also used, such as mutual expectation with single statistic model (Paul,2005) ,C-value/NC-value method (Katerina,2000) ,etc.
Frequent information is the original data for further MWE extraction. Most approaches adopt n-gram technique (Daniel,1977; Satanjeev,2003; Makoto,1994) . n-gram concerns about one sequence for each time. Every sequence can be cut into some segments with varied lengths because any length of segment has the possibility to become candidate MWE. The larger the context window is, the more difficulty its parameters acquire. Thus data sparseness problem deteriorates. Another problem arises from the flexible MWE which can be separated by an arbitrary number of blanks, for instance, "make. . . . . . decision". These models cannot effectively distinguish all kinds of variations in flexible MWE.
On the consideration of relations between textual sequence and gene sequence, we propose a new bio-inspired approach for MWE identification. Both statistical and linguistic information are incorporated into this model.
Multi-word Expression
Multi-word Expression( in general, term) as the linguistic representation of concepts, also has some special statistical features. The component words of terms co-occur in the same context fre-quently. MWE extraction can be viewed as a problem of pattern extraction. It has two major phases. The first phase is to search the candidate MWEs by their frequent occurrence in the corpus. The second phase is to filter true MWEs from noise candidates. Filtering process involves linguistic knowledge and some intelligent observations. MWE can be classified into strict patterns and flexible patterns by structures of their component words (Joaquim,1999) . For example, a textual sequence s = w 1 w 2 · · · w i · · · w n , may contain two kinds of patterns:
where denotes the variational or active element in pattern. The flexible pattern extraction is always a bottleneck for MWE extraction for lack of good knowledge of global solution.
3 Algorithms for MWE Extraction
Pure Mathematical Method
Although sequence alignment algorithm has been well-developed in bioinformatics (Michael,2003) , (Knut,2000) , (Hans,1999) , it was rarely reported in MWE extraction. In fact, it also applies to MWE extraction especially for complex structures.
Algorithm.1.
Input:tokenlized textual sequences Q
Our approach is directly inspired by gene sequence alignment as algorithm. 1. showed. The textual sequence should be preprocessed before input. For example, plurals recognition is a relatively simple task for computers which just need to check if the word accord with the general rule including rule (+s) and some alternative rules (-y + ies), etc. A set of tense forms, such as past, present and future forms, are also transformed into original forms. These tokenlized sequences will improve extraction quality.
Pairwise sequence alignment is a crucial step. 
(x, y); G[i, j] denotes s[i] matched with t[j]:δ(s[i], t[j]); E[i, j] denotes a blank of string s matched with t[j] : δ( , t[j]); F [i, j] denotes s[i] matched with a blank of string t : δ(s[i], ).
Initialization:
A dynamic programming solution:
Here we explain the meaning of these arrays: 
The blank is the additional blank which should be only subtracted g.
In the maximum entry, it records the best score of optimum local alignment. This entry can be viewed as the started point of alignment. Then we backtrack entries by checking arrays which are generated from dynamic programming algorithm. When the score decrease to zero, alignment extension terminates. Finally, the similarity and alignment results are easily acquired.
Lots of aligned segments are extracted from pairwise alignment. Those segments with common component words (c k ) will be collected into the same set. It is called as consistent set for further multiple sequence alignment. These consistent sets collect similar sequences with score greater than certain threshold.
We perform star-alignment in multiple sequence alignment. The center sequence in the consistent set which has the highest score in comparison with others, is picked out from this set. Then all the other sequences gather to the center sequence with the technique of "once a blank, always a blank". These aligned sequences form common regions with n-column or a column. Every column contains one or more words. Calculation of dot-matrices is a widespread tool for common region analysis. Dot-plot agreement is developed to identify common patterns and reliably aligned regions in a set of related sequences. If several plots calculate consistently in a sequence set, it displays the similarity among them. It increases credibility of extracted pattern in this consistent set. Finally MWE with detailed pattern emerges from this aligned sequence set.
Linguistic Knowledge Combination

Heuristic Knowledge
Original candidate set is noise. Many meaningless patterns are extracted from corpus. Some linguistic rules (Argamon,1999) are introduced into our model. It is observed that candidate pattern should contain content words. Some patterns are only organized by pure function words, such as the most frequent patterns "the to", "of the". These patterns should be moved out from the candidate set. Filter table with certain words is also performed. For example, some words, like "then", cannot occur in the beginning position of MWE. These filters will reduce the number of noise patterns in great extent.
Embedded Base Phrase detection
Short textual sequence is apt to produce fragments of MWE because local alignment ends pattern extension when similarity score reduces to zero. The matched component words increase similarity score while unmatched words decrease it. The similarity scores of candidates in textual sequences are lower for lack of matched component words. Without accumulation of higher similarity score, pattern extension terminates quickly. Pattern extension becomes especially sensitive to unmatched words. Some isolated fragments are generated in this circumstance. One solution is to give higher scores for matched component words. It strengthens pattern extension ability at the expense of introducing noise.
We propose Embedded base phrase(EBP) detection as algorithm.2. It improves pattern extraction by giving lower penalty for longer base phrase. EBP is the base phrase in a gap (Changning,2000) . It does not contain other phrase recursively. Good quality of MWE should avoid irrelative unit in its gap. The penalty function discerns the true EBP and irrelative unit in a gap only by length information. Longer gap means more irrelative unit. It builds a rough penalty model for lack of semantic information. We improve this model by POS information. POS tagged textual sequence is convenient to grammatical analysis. True EBP 2 gives comparatively lower penalty.
Algorithm.2. 
For textual sequence: w 1 w 2 · · · w n , and its corresponding POS tagged sequence:
We only focus on EBP analysis in a gap instead of global sequence. Context Free Grammar (CFG) is employed in EBP detection. CFG rules follow this form:
The sequences inside breakpoint of LCS are analyzed by EBP detection. True base phrase will be given lower penalty. When the gap penalty for breakpoint is lower than threshold, the broken segment reunites. Based on experience knowledge, when the length of a gap is less than four words, EBP detection using CFG can gain good results. Lower penalty for true EBP will help MWE to emerge from noise pattern easily.
Experiments 4.1 Resources
A large amount of free texts are collected in order to meet the need of MWE extraction. These texts are downloaded from internet with various aspects including art, entertainment, military, business, etc. Our corpus size is 200, 000 sentences. The average sentence length is 15 words in corpus.
In addition, result evaluation is a hard job. Its difficulty comes from two aspects. Firstly, MWE identification for test corpus is a kind of laborintensive business. The judgment of MWEs requires great efforts of domain expert. It is hard and boring to make a standard test corpus for MWE identification use. It is a bottleneck for large scales use. Secondly it relates to human cognition in psychological world. It is proved by experience that various opinions cannot simply be judged true or false. As a compromise way, gold standard set can be established by some accepted resources, for example, WordNet, as an online lexical reference system, including many compounds and phrases. Some terms extracted from dictionaries are also employed in our experiments. There are nearly 70,000 MWEs in our list.
Results and Discussion
Close Test
We created a closed test set of 8,000 sentences. MWEs in corpus are extracted by manual work. Every measure in both n-gram and LCS approaches complies with the same threshold, for example threshold for frequency is five times.Two conclusions are drawn from Tab.1.
Firstly, LCS has higher recall than n-gram but lower precision on the contrary. In close test set, LCS recall is higher than n-gram. LCS unifies all the cases of flexible patterns by GAM. However n-gram only considers limited flexible patterns because of model limitation. LCS nearly includes all the n-gram results. Higher recall decreases its precision to a certain extent because some flexible patterns are noisier than strict patterns. Flexible patterns tend to be more irrelevant than strict patterns. The GAM just provides a wiser choice for all flexible patterns by its gap penalty function. Ngram gives up analysis on many flexible patterns without further ado. N-gram ensures its precision by taking risk of MWE loss .
Secondly, advanced evaluation criterion can place more MWEs in the front rank of candidate list. Evaluation metrics for extracted patterns play an important role in MWE extraction. Many criteria, which are reported with better performances, are tested. MWE identification is similar to IR task. These measures have their own advantages to move interested patterns forward in the candidate list. For example, Frequency data contains much noise. True mutual infor- (Manning,1999) . Mutual expectation (ME) takes into account the relative probability of each word compared to the phrase (Joaquim,1999) . Rankratio performs the best on both n-gram and LCS approaches because it provides all the contexts which associated with each word in the corpus and ranks them (Paul,2005) . With the help of advanced statistic measures, the scores of MWEs are high enough to be detected from noisy patterns.
Open Test
In open test, we just show the extracted MWE numbers in different given corpus sizes. Two phenomena are observed in Fig.1 . Firstly, with the enlargement of corpus size(every step of corpus size is 10,000 sentences), the detected MWE numbers increase in both approaches. When the corpus size reaches certain values, their increment speeds turn slower. It is reasonable on condition that MWE follow normal distribution. In the beginning, frequent MWEs are detected easily, and the number increases quickly. At a later phase, the detection goes into comparatively infrequent area. Mining these MWEs always need more corpus support.
Lower increment speed appears.
Secondly, although LCS always keeps ahead in detecting MWE numbers, their gaps reduce with the increment of corpus size. LCS is sensitive to the MWE detection because of its alignment mechanism in which there is no difference between flexible pattern and strict pattern. In the beginning phase, LCS can detect MWEs which have high frequencies with flexible patterns. Ngram cannot effectively catch these flexible patterns. LCS detects a larger number of MWE than n-gram does. In the latter phase, many variable patterns for flexible MWE can also be observed, among which relatively strict patterns may appear in the larger corpus. They will be catched by n-gram. On the surface of observation, the discrepancy of detected numbers is gradually close to LCS. In nature, n-gram just makes up its limitation at the expense of corpus size because its detection mechanism for flexible patterns has no radical change.
Conclusion
In this article, our LCS-based approach is inspired by gene sequence alignment. In a new view, we reconsider MWE extraction task. These two tasks coincide with each other in pattern recognition. Some new phenomena in natural language are also observed. For example, we improve MWE mining result by EBP detection. Comparisons with variant n-gram approaches, which are the leading approaches, are performed for verifying the effectiveness of our approach. Although LCS approach results in better extraction model, a lot of improvements for more robust model are still needed.
Each innovation presented here only opens the way for more research. Some established theories between Computational Linguistics and Bioinformatics can be shared in a broader way.
